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False Greatness of your might False Truth and justice prevails True I needed the
laptop to play but it seems to be out of the shopping scope. :/ quote:False "Greetings,
my fellow heroes! I am so glad you decided to come back and play!" - Durnan "I did it
for Queen and Country." - Tyrion "We're better together." - Tyrion "If I can't be a
knight, I'd like to be a squire." - Bronn "Never shit a shitter." - Tyrion "And they call it
a horse? I hate horses!" - Tyrion "I was at my uncle's house and I saw a book, but I
couldn't understand it because it was written in some ancient language." - Catelyn
"Don't worry about me. The Lannisters are counting on you." - Cersei "The secret to
being a great thief is to be no one in particular." - Bronn quote:False "I have known
honor from my youth." - Daenerys "Let me kill him. I will look better to him dead." -
Varys "All men must die." - Varys "What does it mean? 'Open the gates to the west, so
the rest of us can take the black road?'" - Varys quote:False "Kill the boy. Then kill the
man who commands him, and put his head on a pike. That will teach King's Landing to
pick its guards carefully." - Jaime "When do we ride to war? They never seem to have
enough time." - Jaime "Let's have another go at the guards, see if we can't pick up a
few things this time." - Jaime "Who does it serve? I am losing my stomach for it, I
think." - Jaime "They keep all their money and valuables in Casterly Rock, they never
come this way." - Bronn "You know nothing." - Tyrion "I hear his little soldiers are
making quite a name for themselves as the best in the realm." - Catelyn "I had a raven
this morning." - Varys "Kill the boy. Then kill the man who commands him, and put his
head on a pike. That will teach King's Landing to pick its guards carefully." - Jaime
"You may have won the battle, but we still have the war." - Tyrion "After the King in
the North falls, do we take Winterfell? Is that your intent?" - Robb "One should always
drink when one can, lest the opportunity passes." - Bronn
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